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A home that is intelligently designed gives you something essential: choices. The Crestwood is a versatile home design that starts with exquisite architecture.
From there, you select the details, one by one, like siding. Do you appreciate the classic lines of traditional design or would you prefer something in
Craftsman? Choose the style of windows and combinations of siding. Create the front entrance you like, with or without a porch. Then take your creativity
inside this 4-bedroom home that blends nearly 3,000 square feet in 2 levels. The open concept on the main level gives you space to cook, dine, relax, play,
and entertain—all at the same time, if you like. Large windows stream natural light into your home, filling it with the “sunshine vitamin”. Just beyond the
open living area, a large formal dining room extends your entertaining possibilities. The owner’s choice room off the foyer provides another opportunity:
home office, fitness room, playroom, or something else? On the second level, the 4 bedrooms have been situated so that the entrances are spread apart to
offer more privacy, an essential feature that can be overlooked in some floor plans. The owner’s suite’s bedroom welcomes with extra room for your haven,
along with an oversized walk-in closet and en suite bath with a soaking tub, step-in shower, dual vanities, and private water closet. This exclusive home
design gives you so many choices for your life. Start by choosing the right plan, The Crestwood.
* Photos may depict some features no longer available.
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